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Roman weights and measures
10190 𐆐 ROMAN SEXTANS SIGN

→ 003D =  equals sign
10191 𐆑 ROMAN UNCIA SIGN

→ 002D -  hyphen-minus
10192 𐆒 ROMAN SEMUNCIA SIGN

→ 00A3 £  pound sign
10193 𐆓 ROMAN SEXTULA SIGN

→ A644 Ꙅ  cyrillic capital letter reversed dze
10194 𐆔 ROMAN DIMIDIA SEXTULA SIGN
10195 𐆕 ROMAN SILIQUA SIGN

Roman coin symbols
10196 𐆖 ROMAN DENARIUS SIGN
10197 𐆗 ROMAN QUINARIUS SIGN
10198 𐆘 ROMAN SESTERTIUS SIGN
10199 𐆙 ROMAN DUPONDIUS SIGN
1019A 𐆚 ROMAN AS SIGN

→ 233F ⌿  apl functional symbol slash bar

Roman military symbol
1019B 𐆛 ROMAN CENTURIAL SIGN

Greek symbol
101A0 𐆠 GREEK SYMBOL TAU RHO

= rho-cross, staurogram
→ 2627 ☧  chi rho
→ 2CE8 ⳨  coptic symbol tau ro
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